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At Ferdinand von Mueller’s House, December 1894 

M ueller, the internationally famous botanist and 
explorer, lived and worked in this Melbourne home with 
its quarter acre block for almost twenty years before his 
death in 1896. AG I IS members who attended a talk 
given by Professor Rod Home at the National Herbarium 
of Victoria last September will recall the photograph from 
the slides which he showed. Mueller moved into the 
premises at 28 Arnold Street, South Yarra, some time after 
his sacking from the Royal Botanic Gardens in June 1873 
forced him to vacate ihe Director’s residence. Although 
still Government Botanist, he had no office space in the 
herbarium building so he worked from his home. This 
sudden reduction in facilities might explain why he 
referred to this handsome Victorian home as a ‘humble 
dwelling’. When Alfred I Iowitt, the explorer, visited in 
1875, however, he was unmoved by the sight of Mueller 
in a dirty room surrounded by books and dried plants. 

' '[Idle gets £.600 a year’, I Iowitt wrote to his mother, 'and I 
think £200 in lieu of the house and laboratory so that his 
dreadful "ruin” is what many people might even feel to 

be a comfort!’ Mueller himself is pictured in the centre of 
the photograph, seated on the verandah, and his staff are 
lined up in front of him. From left are George Parncutt, 
whose nickname was ‘Insect’, brothers George (an 
orchidologist) and Charles French (who was to become 
Government Entomologist) , and cook and valet, J.S. 
Lyng. Mueller’s house was demolished in 1963 to make 
way for a block of flats, despite considerable protest at 
the time by individuals who wished to see it preserved as 
a museum. It is not known whether Mueller was 
responsible for the garden around the dwelling - with its 
shady Norfolk Island pine in the centre, broad leafed 
hedge on the left and fine summer floral display - but 
Rod Home and his colleagues on the ‘Correspondence of 
Ferdinand von Mueller’ project, hope that their attempts 
to collect and publish Mueller’s letters will turn up the 
answer. If any reader knows the whereabouts of letters 
to or from Mueller, book inscriptions, photographs or 
other Muelleriana please contact the project’s researcher, 
Sara Maroske, at the National Herbarium of Victoria. 

Sara Maroske 
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Editorial Letters 
Recording Queensland’s gardens 

Q ueensland used to be a sleepy place. You could walk 

down a street that you had been down ten years before 

and expect to see nothing much new. Not so now! 

Brisbane, Cairns and the North and South Coasts have 

grown and changed enormously in a few short years. At 

an ever increasing rate we have seen the demolition of 

cherished buildings to make way for progress. Inner city 

redevelopment and suburban and rural subdivision are 

rapidly changing the face of Queensland. Today, often 

our only reminders of once large residences are tall 

Araucarias and massive weeping figs which adorn the 

hill tops of Brisbane; magnificent date palms which once 

signified homesteads now adorn prestigious tourist 

resorts. 

Queensland has relatively few grand estates; however 

it has a unique character. The backyard is consumed by 

rampant growth while ever present is the frangipani and 

mango, constant references to our past. Even the 

smallest evidence within our landscape contributes to an 

overall historical perspective. This in turn offers 

reference for the future and contributes to Queensland’s 

distinctive character. 

Whilst change is inevitable, there is a need to conserve 

what is valuable from our past. At present, there is little 

documentation to be found on Queensland gardens, and 

the most pressing task is to research and record our old 

gardens. We know so very little about what we have 

lost. 

Queensland Branch 

With this edition of Australian Garden History your new 

editors extend a warm welcome to all readers. We 

gratefully acknowledge the hard work put in by our 

predecessor, Peter Watts, and trust that through the letters 

column you will make constructive comments on our 

editorial efforts. 

In the selection of material we intend to take as our 

starting point the original purpose and aims of the AGHS: 

• to promote interest and research into historic gardens 

as a major component of the National Estate 

• to actively encourage preservation of historic or 

significant gardens and to promote proper restoration, 

maintenance and design standards 

• to foster the preservation and propagation of earlier 

plant varieties 

• to provide a forum for discussion between interested 

parties 

• to exchange information with Government Authorities 

and individuals 

• to liaise with similar organisations in other countries 

• to generally organise and co-ordinate the participation 

of individual members in the activities of the AGHS 

Every attempt will be made to achieve a balanced 

coverage of these objectives as well as a balanced 

representation of all the states and territories. 

Richard Aitken and Georgina Whitehead 

Dear Peter 

Thank you for publishing my article on Jeremiah Sheath 

in the October/November 1989 issue of the journal. 

Jeremiah Sheath is virtually unknown as an early Western 

Australian horticulturist and landscape gardener and his 

association with two of Perth's most significant historic 

gardens, Government House gardens and Kings Park, 

makes his career especially important. 

Unfortunately space requirements meant that my 

account of his life and work was much too brief, his story 

and the events of his time deserve to be told in greater 

detail and this I hope can be remedied some time in the 

future. Despite the constraints which I myself imposed 

on the content of the article there was also some editorial 

pruning which reduced it still further and which 

unfortunately I feel has led to some ambiguity. I am 

concerned that the reference to Jeremiah Sheath’s ‘forced 

retirement’ as printed in the same article could well be 

misconstructed by readers and I would like to ensure that 

this is not the case. The paragraph as I wrote it read: 

Jeremiah Sheath remained at Kings Park until his 

forced retirement in November 1913, the years of 

hard work, long hours and the constant battle with 

bushfires having destroyed his health. He had been 

a dedicated employee of the Board for nine years, 

his work at the park was the consuming interest of 

his life. 

The story of the Eucalyptus sheathiana gives an insight 

into the breadth of Jeremiah Sheath’s horticultural 

interests. This Western Australian eucalypt w-as described 

by J.H.Maiden in 1915 and at the time was known only 

from a cultivated specimen in Kings Park which had been 

grown by Sheath from seed sent to him from the eastern 

goldfields region of Western Australia. Maiden wrote: I 

name this plant in memory of Mr. Sheath, a first class 

horticulturist, who was keen on the cultivation of native 

plants’. 

With regards 

Oline Richards 
8 November 1989 

The AGHS wishes to thank the Urban Design Branch of 

the Melbourne City Council for use of their word 

processing facilities to publish this edition of the journal. 
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Wigandia 

Prized plant of the subtropical 

movement 

TPhe genus Wigandia contains six species from the 

American tropics - Mexico, South America and the West 

Indies - and are planted primarily for their foliage. This 

applies especially to W. caracasana, a native of the 

region stretching from Mexico to Venezuela and 

Colombia. Other Wigandia species recommended for 

planting include W. macrophylla, native to Mexico, with 

larger leaves, and It7, urens from Peru, which is inferior, 

except in its power of stinging, a feature in which it is 

unlikely to be surpassed. 

Wigandia caracasana is a spreading shrub which 

grows in cultivation to about 4 metres high. Noted 

primarily for its large alternate leaves, these may extend 

to 40 cm long by 20 cm in width and are strongly veined, 

with a rough texture. The leaves are densely grey-white 

pubescent beneath and covered in short stinging hairs 

which may adhere to the skin when touched and 

produce an allergic reaction. The plant produces 

terminal, branched and curled cymes with violet-blue 

flowers in early summer. 

Popularity for the cultivation of Wigandia coincided 

with the fashion of subtropical gardening in the mid¬ 

nineteenth century. New attitudes towards colour were 

beginning to emerge and the tradition in bedding 

schemes of ‘primary colour with symmetrical flatness’, as 

Brent Elliot remarks in Victorian Gardens (1986), was 

coming under attack. Elliot reports that a feature of the 

new style was a greater insistence on the idea of 

neutrality as a relief to the eye, and the use of neutral 

colours for the centre of bedding schemes was 

developed. Most of the proposals for increasing the 

proportions of neutral colour in the garden focussed on 

the use of foliage plants. 

Initially ferns were used and as early as 1851 plants 

like rhubarb, maize and kale of every shade were 

recommended. Other plants grown included Canna, 
Musa, Ensete, Mamnta, pampas grass and bamboos. In 

the 1860s Shirley Hibberd published volumes on 

'beautiful-leafed plants’ and included many tender plants 

only available for outdoor culture during the summer. 

In 1864 the new attraction at Battersea Park was the 

'subtropical garden’, a lawn of irregular outline with tree 

ferns and planting ranging from formal beds of Solatium 
and Canna species to isolated specimens of such large 

and imposing shrubs as Montanoa bipinnatifida and 

Wigandia caracasana, two of the prizes of the 

subtropical movement. 

In 1867, William Robinson went to Paris as gardening 

correspondent for the Times to cover the Exposition 
Universelle and on returning to London he wrote on the 

Mature specimen qfWigandia caracasana, Koroit Botanic Gardens 
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Wi<£uuUft caracasnna. 

Engraving from William Robinson’s English Flower Garden 
(second edition, 1889) 

merits of subtropical gardening. Robinson claimed for 

subtropical gardening a more refined range of colours 

and the replacement of colour by form as the keynote of 

interest. In 'I he Parks, Promenades and Gardens of Paris 
(1869) Robinson remarked that Wigandia caracasana ‘is 

unquestionably, from the nobility of its port and the 

magnificence of its leaves, entitled to hold a place among 

the finest plants of our gardens'. This was reprinted in his 

English Flower Garden (2nd edition, 1889) with the 

added comment that it may be used with superb effect 

either in a mass or as a single plant’. 

A search of nursery catalogues in Victoria shows the 

earliest record of Wigandia caracasana in George 

Brunning s Descriptive Catalogue of Hardy Ornamental 
Trees, Evergreen and Flowering Shrubs (1873). The entry 

refers to it as a large and handsome foliaged shrub’. In 

the Catalogue of Plants. Ornamental Trees, Flowering 
Shrubs, Fruit Trees Grown by J. Scott and Son (1889), 

Wigandia caracasana and W. mens are both listed. In 

the 1910 Catalogue of Plants Under Cultivation in the 
Melbourne Botanic Gardens, William Guilfoyle 

established a Hydrophyllaceae bed on the Western Lawn 

(near the present herb garden) and lists Wigandia mens 

(Syn. W. caracasana, W. knnthii), W. vigieri and W. 
imperialis. It is certainly a plant which Guilfoyle would 

have favoured due to its bold foliage. 

The species is now' rare in cultivation in Victoria where 

the only known mature plants are confined to botanic 

and public gardens. The best examples in Victoria are in 

the Geelong and Portland Botanic Gardens, and in the 

Civic Square in Warrnambool. Other specimens are 

known in the Koroit and Melbourne botanic gardens and 

a young plant is growing in Elm Grove, Richmond. 

The situation in New South Wales is similar where a 

few' plants are found in the Sydney Botanic Gardens. In 

South Australia, plants are confined to the Adelaide 

Botanic Gardens and the National Trust property 

Beaumont House. Interestingly, at Anstey’s Hill outside 

Adelaide, it has colonised a quarry near an old nursery 

site. 

Wigandia requires a warm frost-free position and soil 

with good drainage and grows well in protected coastal 

sites. It is propagated by seed or cuttings, although as it 

suckers freely, root cuttings and sucker growth are also 

recommended. Cutting material should be collected in 

spring and placed into moist propagating sand and 

grown in a protected site. Seed is sown in winter. 

Unfortunately this interesting plant is rarely available in 

the nursery trade, although it is sometimes available from 

Wirruna Nursery at Wallington, near Geelong, and from 

the Friends of the Melbourne Botanic Gardens plant 

sales. Surprisingly, this plant which once rated so highly 

amongst horticulturists in England, is now no longer 

available there. In the 1989-90 edition of Plant Finder, 
which lists over 40,000 plants that are available from 300 

nurseries, Wigandia is not to be found. 

John Hawker 

Flower and leaves o/AVigandia caracasana, 
Geelong Botanic Gardens 
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WOOLMERS 

Longford, Tasmania 

(Central Tasmania is fortunate to retain a number of fine 

nineteentli century gardens whose general layout and 

detailing survives intact. Woolmers has been subtly 

conserved by the Archer family so that the maximum 

evidence of its original design and character has been 

retained. 

Set amongst the fertile plains south of Launceston, well 

watered by the South Esk and Lake Rivers, by 1836 

clearing and other improvements had rendered the area 

‘more beautiful and more English’ than was usual in the 

colonies. 

Woolmers on the Lake River near Longford is one of 

the most interesting examples of this era, being built on 

land granted in 1817 to Thomas Archer, a magistrate, 

coroner, and Deputy-assistant Commissary General for 

the territory. He named the property after an estate in 

Hertfordshire long associated with his family. At first his 

duties made it essential for him to reside in Launceston; 

however in 1821 he retired from the Commissariat to 

devote himself to agricultural and pastoral pursuits. The 

brick-nog homestead, complete by 1819, was doubtless 

originally surrounded by a simple cottage garden. Later 

an Italianate front was added to the house and the 

garden, encircled by a brick wall, was entered through 

grand Italian-style gates. Family tradition dates these 

additions to the 1830s; however, Thomas' second son, 

William, was an architect of four years training in London 

and two further years with the celebrated engineer, 

Robert Stephenson of Newcastle-on-Tyne. He returned 

to Australia in 1842 and it seems logical that he might 

have modified the family estate in the newly fashionable 

Italianate style. 

Given its highly structured layout it seems appropriate 

to describe Woolmers in terms of the sequence of images 

and spaces experienced by the visitor. Approaching 

Woolmers one’s first view of the grounds is from the 

bridge over the Lake River to the octagonal pump house. 

The arcaded enclosure of the pump house originally 

contained a simple pumping mechanism turned by a 

harnessed horse; today two windmills have replaced this 

primitive machine. On the hillcrest a substantial brick- 

built store is topped by a large water tank cleverly 

disguised by a line of golden poplars, whilst the house is 

concealed by a thicket of pines and cypresses. Leaving 

the river the road winds up the hill to the entrance gates. 

Paralleling the drive is the open expanse of the plain and 

a picturesque group of buildings - bakehouse, cottage 

and store. Latticed timber gates hung on grand rusticated 

piers are part of a high wall overhung by a dense canopy 

of exotic trees which encircles the garden and screens the 

house. 

The centrepiece of the garden is the white gravel 

carriage circle with its central pond and Coalbrookdale 

cast iron fountain. Beyond are a second pair of grand 

gates and, through circular openings in a remarkable zig- 

zag topped hedge, the surrounding countryside is 

glimpsed. Facing the carriage loop is the classically 

detailed entrance porch and Italianate front to the house, 

while to its side the original verandah’d homestead, 

dominated by a solitary pine, fronts a small lawn 

bounded by a low hedge and a picket fence. At the 

other side of the carriage loop an intensively planted 

Victorian garden of meandering brick-edged paths links 

an octagonal summer house to a castellated smoking 

room, and the classical entry porch to a Palladian stable 

block. Clipped hedges and hardy old fashioned shrubs 

edge the paths and beds. Among them are the winter¬ 

blooming laurustinus (Viburnum Hints), the white 

Carriage loop at Woolmers, seen from the walled garden 
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flowered Portuguese laurel (Primus lusitanicd), the sweet 

bay or Grecian laurel (Laurus nobilis), sweet smelling 

lilac (Syringa vulgaris) and common privet. Old trees - 

chestnut, oak, elm, lime, cedar of Lebanon, dogwood, 

holly - form a summertime canopy to this part of the 

garden. 

The two cross axes, centred about the carriage loop 

and fountain, give the garden its strong structure. One is 

formed by the drive and related gateways; the second by 

paths, porches and latticed archways linking the house, 

stable and, beyond this, the enormous grid-plan orchard, 

kitchen and picking garden, bounded by two rows of old 

radiata pines. 

By meticulous planning the Victorian social structure 

was carefully maintained. The inner or walled garden was 

a private reserve for members of the family and their 

guests, whilst the every day domestic and agricultural 

services functioned outside the walls, carefully screened 

from both visitor and household, yet conveniently located 

and readily accessible. 

Woolmers is a remarkable surviving example of 

mid-nineteenth century tastes and aspirations. 

(This text is based on notes of an interview between 
Howard Tanner and Mr Tom Archer, September 1975.) 

Howard Tanner 

Birds-eye view of Woolmers, from The Great Gardens of Australia (Macmillan, 1976) 
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Australian Garden 
History Society 

Membership Information 
The Society was formed in 1980 with a view to bringing together 
all those with an interest in the various aspects of garden history 
— horticulture, landscape design, architecture, and related subjects. 

It’s primary concern is to promote interest in and research into 
historic gardens, as a major component of the National Estate. It 
is also concerned, through a study of garden history, with the 
promotion of proper standards of design and maintenance that will 
be relative to the needs of today, and with the conservation of 
valuable plants that are in danger of being lost to cultivation. It aims 
to look at garden making in its wide historic, literary, artistic and 
scientific context. 

The benefits of membership include: 

1. The Society’s official journal six times a year. 
2. An opportunity to participate on regular tours. 
3. An opportunity to attend seminars, lectures, social functions, 

hands-on garden restoration days, a variety of garden visits, 
weekend conferences and other activities organised at a State 
level. 

4. An opportunity to attend the Annual Conference, held in a 
different centre every year, combining visits to important public 
and private gardens with a variety of interesting speakers. 

5. Knowing you are contributing to the conservation of important 
gardens as a component of the National Estate. 



Membership Application Form 

To: The Membership Secretary, 
Australian Garden History Society, 
C/- Royal Botanic Gardens 
Birdwood Avenue, 
South Mirra, Victoria 3141 

I/We wish to become a member of the Australian Garden History Society and enclose my 

subscription, as under 

please tick 

Single member $32 □ 
Family member $37 □ 
(2 adults and 2 children) 

Corporate member $50 □ 
’Donation $ 

□ 
□ 

Cheque/money order enclosed 

Please debit my Credit Card 

Bankcard Visacard 

Expiry date.. 

Cardholder’s 

Signature. 

MR. 
Name: MRS.Given Names.Surname 

MISS 

OTHER (Please specify) 

Address.Telephone. 

■ Please list any particular interests or skills you have which may be of help to the AGHS. 

Please make cheques payable to: 

The Australian Garden History Society 

*The Society is affiliated with the Australian Council of National Trusts and is thereby able 
to benefit from the Trusts tax deductible status. Donations are welcome and should be made 
payable to the National Trust of Australia (Victoria) and forwarded to the AGHS. 



Australian Garden 
History Society 

Activity Booking Forms 
If you would like to participate in any of the AGHS activities detailed in the Calendar 
of Events in this Journal please complete one of the forms below for each activity 
you wish to attend and forward it to the appropriate Branch Secretary (listed under 
Branch Contacts in this Journal) or as directed in the Calendar. 

Note: 1. Refunds will only be allowed where one weeks’ notice is given and tickets 
(if issued) returned for resale. A cancellation fee may be charged in some 
instances. Please advise of cancellations as early as possible in case there 
is a waiting list. 

2. Please enclose a stamped self addressed envelope where appropriate. 
3. For ease of accounting we would prefer that membership payments are not 

included with activity payments. 

Name of Activity ... 

Date of Activity. 

Applicants Name .. 

Applicants Address 

Name of Activity ... 

Date of Activity. 

Applicants Name .. 

Applicants Address 

Postcode 

Telephone No. (H) . (W) . 

No. of tickets required 

... tickets for members @ $ = $ . 

... tickets for non members @ $ = $ . 

TOTAL 

My cheque/money order for $ . is enclosed 

Name of Activity ... 

Date of Activity. 

Applicants Name .. 

Applicants Address 

.Postcode... 

Telephone No. (H) . (W) . 

No. of tickets required 

... tickets for members @ $ = $ . 

... tickets for non members @ $ = $ . 

TOTAL 

My cheque/money order for $ . is enclosed 

Postcode 

Telephone No. (H) . (W) . 

No. of tickets required 

... tickets for members @ $ = $ . 

... tickets for non members @ $ =$ . 

TOTAL 

My cheque/money order for $ . is enclosed 

Name of Activity. 

Date of Activity. 

Applicants Name. 

Applicants Address. 

.Postcode 

Telephone No. (H) . (W) . 

No. of tickets required 

... tickets for members @ $ = $ . 

... tickets for non members @ $ - $ . 

TOTAL 

My cheque/money order for $ . is enclosed 
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LANDSCAPE AUSTRALIA 

OFFICIAL JOURNAL OF THE 

AUSTRALIAN INSTITUTE OF 

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS 

... and now in its twelfth year — 

helping to make Australia a better 

place in which to live. 

Australia’s only journal in landscape architecture is well and truly 
established as an excellent source of information about design of open 
space in all its aspects — both within Australia as well as in other 
countries. This quarterly publication is a quality magazine of over 96 
pages with an advertising content less than usual and with substantial 
colour content. 

Why not order a sample copy or a year’s subscription, and join the over 
3,000 subscribers who benefit from its specialised content? This includes 
projects with plans and pictures, technical articles, landscape and 
contractors’ news across Australia, and a report of many current projects 
on the drawing board at date of publication. 

I would like to subscribe to Landscape Australia 

Name 

Address 

State 

Please enter a subscription to 
Landscape Australia for 4 issues 
commencing with issue for 

Subscription is $29 in Australia 
$40 overseas 

FEB □ 
MAY □ 
AUG □ 
NOV □ 

OR Please send sample copy 
of latest issue □ 

Cost of single issue is 
$ 7.25 in Australia 
$10 overseas 

Enclosed as cheque/money order OR charge my: 

I I Bankcard Q Mastercard 

Card No. II 11 II I 1 11 11 
Signature 

r 
Expiry Date 

MAIL TO: 

Landscape Publications, 
17 Carlyle Crescent, 
Mont Albert, Australia, 3127 
'Phone (03) 890 5764 

Postcode 



Tour News 

Gippsland, Victoria, Saturday 24 
and Sunday 25 March 1990 

A 
-UJLre there historic gardens worth visiting in Gippsland? 

This was the question raised by the AGHS Victorian 

Branch when contemplating a tour to the region. Once 

we dug a little, we found a greater number than there 

would be time to see in one weekend. 

Of great interest on the forthcoming tour will be the 

garden of Jean Galbraith at Tyers. Miss Galbraith’s 

writings are well known to many of us through her 

frequent columns in the Age and her recently republished 

works, A Gardener's Year (Collins), A Garden Lover's 

Journal and Garden in a Valley (both Five Mile Press). It 

is this last which is well worth reading before we visit in 

March. Although the garden itself is in its ‘Golden Hours’ 

it is still utterly charming. The layout is easily recognised 

and many fascinating plants still happily thrive, often 

supporting the wooden arbours instead of the other way 

round! Miss Galbraith is, as Peter Cuffley says, a modest 

and outgoing woman. Her enthusiasm and delight in the 

garden with the abundant birdlife it encourages, is 

infectious even though she cannot dig and weed as much 

as she would wish these days. Each corner, each plant 

has a story, all so poetically recording the history of the 

development of a family’s life in the Australian 

countryside. 

Another of the properties we will visit is Strathfieldsaye 

at Perry Bridge which has well documented historic 

records drawn together for the University of Melbourne, 

the current owner, in a 1983 study by Darien Cassidy. 

The property was one of the first settled in Gippsland, 

taken up in 1848, after being sighted first by Angus 

McMillan and later by Count Strzelecki on their travels in 

the district. The earliest buildings, slab and bark huts, are 

thought to be a little west of the present homestead, 

which was probably begun in 1854. The records show 

this to have been two modest sections built of pit sawn 

timbers, now' forming the library and dining room. The 

homestead was extended in at least eight stages until 

1879 and although it is said the architectural merit is not 

great the records, style and extent of outbuildings and 

gardens, rank the property with Gulf Station and Warrock 

in significance. 

The garden dates from at least the 1870s according to a 

report written by Professor Carrick Chambers. The 

significant and most extensive part of the garden, having 

been well maintained until a few years ago, lies between 

the house and Lake Wellington, which adds greatly to the 

attractive setting. The Disher family owned the property 

from 1869 until Dr H.C. Disher bequeathed it to the 

University in 1976, a total of 107 years in one family. Dr 

Disher redeveloped much of the garden in the post-war 

years. Ellis Stones was a major contributor to design anti 

construction work, station and personal diaries recording 

several visits in the 1940s. These entries according to 

Carrick Chambers, ‘almost certainly prove the truth of the 

story that the very skilfully built broad steps on the 

central axis path were completed by Ellis Stones and 

party, except for the bottom step where this path meets 

Sketch of Jean Galbraith's garden from the original 
1939paperback edition o/'Garden in a Valley 

what was the vegetable garden and passes below a small 

pagoda. This last step, superficially appearing like Ellis 

Stones’ steps, was in fact completed by Sir Edmund 

Herring [whose visit is also recorded] and has not 

withstood the test of deluges and time!’ There is also a 

possibility that Edna Walling’s influence was felt in the 

garden as Dr Disher was an admirer of her garden 

philosophy. 

There is a native section in the plantings, and 

collections of bulbs as well as many other trees, shrubs 

and perennials. The strong design structure of the 

garden is delineated by interconnected paths and steps 

which lead dowm to the lake shore. The house and 

outbuildings will be open for viewing as well as the 
grounds. 

Also of great historic significance is The Holey Plain at 

Rosedale. This property is still in the hands of the 

Crooke family after 144 years. There is a substantial 

house with an imposing tower and a garden which has 

been subjected to flood and fire over the years. Mrs 

Patricia Crooke is a keen plantswoman and is 

enthusiastically rejuvenating the garden, inspired by the 

available records of its original style. Plants of interest 

include a collection of roses, crocuses, colchicums and 
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old trees including Araucarias and a 90 foot diameter 

Spanish Oak. 

Other gardens to be seen will include some mentioned 

in Peter Watts’ Historic Gardens of Victoria and in the 

Victorian Gardens Inventory (published by the Heritage 

Branch of the Ministry for Planning and Environment) 

including Bon Accord at Sale. There is still a limited 

number of places left on the tour; the Calendar of Events 

gives details for booking. 

Diana Renou 

Early plan of Jean Galbraith's garden 
(from Garden in a Valley, 1939) 

The Australian Garden History Society was formed in 

1980 to bring together those with an interest in the 

various aspects of garden history — horticulture, 

landscape design, architecture and related subjects. Its 

prime concern is to promote interest and research into 

historic gardens as a major component of the National 

Estate. It aims to look at garden making in a wide 

historic, literary, artistic and scientific context. 

The editorial content of articles, or the products and 

services advertised in the Journal, do not necessarily 

imply their endorsment by the Australian Garden History 

Society. 

CHAIRMAN: Jocelyn Mitchell 

TREASURER: Robin Lewarne 

SECRETARY: Howard Tanner 

JOURNAL EDITORS: Richard Aitken 

Georgina Whitehead 

C/— 12 Oban Street 

South Yarra 

Victoria 3141 

Correspondence should be addressed to the Secretary, 

AGHS, C/— Royal Botanic Gardens, Birdwood Avenue, 

South Yarra, Victoria 3141, telephone (03) 650 5043- 

Advertising bookings and inquiries 
Bill Richards 

Richards Communications Pty Ltd 

270 Pacific Highway 

CROWS NEST NSW 2065 

Phone: (02) 437 5373 Fax: (02) 437 5770 

HORTUS: AN ENJOYABLE GARDENING JOURNAL 
Sample copies of HORTUS may be 
viewed at the following outlets: 

♦ Webbers Bookshop, 15 McKillop St, 
Melbourne 

♦ Robinsons Bookshop, 7 Central Park, 
Frankston 

.SUBSCRIPTION 

<► Paul Bangay Garden & Design, 595 
Malvern Rd, Toorak 

<► Garden Bookshop, Royal Botanic Gardens, 
Sydney 

♦ Valerie Dawson Pty Ltd, Argyle St, Moss Vale 
❖ Lesley McKays Bookshop, New South Head 

Rd, Double Bay 

Please copy this form and send your order and cheque to 
Fiorilegium Press, 30 Cameron St, Balmain NSW 
2041 
NAME:. 

ADDRESS: 

.POSTCODE. 

Issues 13-16 Volume 4 1990 S60.00 □ 

Issues 9-12 Volume 3 1989 $65.00 □ 

Issues 5-8 Volume 2 1988 $70.00 □ 

Issues 1-4 Volume 1 1987 $75.00 □ 

TOTALS... 
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Book Reviews 

Hortus, A Quarterly Journal of Gardening 

(Published quarterly. Annual subscription $60.00) 

Hortus, a new British gardening quarterly now in its 

twelfth issue, has set its sights on being the gardening 

bible of the discerning reader. If you consider yourself a 

serious armchair gardener of superior intellect, this is the 

journal for you! 

Founded by former Fleet Street journalist, David 

Wheeler, as a logical outlet that would combine his 

passion for gardening and his interest in creative garden 

writing and illustration, it provides a tasty if somewhat 

eclectic mix: part semi-academic treatise; pan tour guide; 

pan ‘dip-into’ Saturday Book. 

While following a simple format, it is beautifully 

produced, using a clear traditional type-face and featuring 

excellent black and white wood-cuts and photographs, all 

of which combine to give a very effective graphic style. 

(Some of the most splendid photographs are by Hugh 

Palmer, whose major tome Garden Ornament - with 

George Plumptre - has recently been released by Thames 

and Hudson.) 

Here is English garden writing at its finest, with pieces 

by the likes of Beth Chatto, Jane Brown, Penelope 

Hobhouse, Alvilde Lees-Milne, Anthony Huxley, Nigel 

Colborn and Arthur Hellyer. Delving into an even greater 

literary tradition are the essays examining ‘gardens in 

fiction': the insights of gardens provided by writers such 

as Henry James, Jane Austen and Gustave Flaubert. 

On a more fundamental level, one can learn a great 

deal from Dame Sylvia Crowe on William Robinson of 

Gravetye, Sussex; or Alvilde Lees-Milne on Lawrence 

Johnson of Hidcote in the Cotswolds; or Penelope 

Hobhouse on the work of Iris Origo and Cecil Pinsent at 

the Villa La Foce near Siena in Italy. Pamela Schwerdt, 

the head gardener at Sissinghurst, Kent offers important 

discussion cm ‘Maintaining a Garden in Perpetuity’, on 

keeping a balance between Vita Sackville-West's vision 

and the reality of 140,000 visitors (or pairs of feet, as she 

correctly puts it). 

There are interviews with the ‘greats’ of the gardening 

and horticultural world, information on new nurseries 

and new gardens, and almost a catalogue of interesting 

species; tulips, lilies, ericas, jasmine, cistus. hellebores 

and roses, including an essay on the Rosa rugosct, or 

'wrinkle-leafed rose’, which details its introduction into 

Australasia. The nineteenth century plant hunters and 

illustrators, and their twentieth century equivalents - 

venturing to north-west China, Nepal or the Amazon 

basin - are discussed, and also far-flung gardens in the 

Indian hill stations, the Azores, southern California and 

New Zealand. Contemporary design gets an occasional 

look-in in Michael Lancaster's discussion on ‘The Style of 

Burle Marx' or John Brookes' short piece entitled ‘Garden 

Design - What's Next?' 

The more esoteric is never forgotten; for example, a 

review of Georgia O’Keefe's flower paintings and a very 

witty piece regarding the 'real' Beverley Nichols - I must 

confess I found it something of a revelation, having spent 

a moment long ago puzzling over the identity and mores 

of this curious individual, all a-twitter about the niceties 

of English life, especially gardening. Even the advertising 

is illuminating, giving details of next season’s guided 

garden tours, and for collectors, details of forthcoming 

sales of garden paintings and books. 

In short, while Hortus is quintessentially British, and as 

yet has only made passing reference to anything remotely 

Australian, given our gardening ancestry and connections 

- which are largely British - it is richly rewarding. A 

wonderful fireside or bedside reader. 

Howard Tanner 

Travels in China: A Plantsman's Paradise by Roy 

Lancaster (Antique Collectors’ Club 1989 $89.95). 

Roy Lancaster is a distinguished English plantsman who is 

now a freelance writer, broadcaster, lecturer and garden 

adviser. He has collected for the Royal Botanic Gardens, 

Kew and the British Museum; he has worked in the 

University of Cambridge Botanic Garden and Hillier’s 

Nurseries, and was the first curator of the Hillier 

Arboretum; he is a committee member of the Royal 

Horticultural Society and was given the Society’s most 

prestigious award, the Victorian Medal of Honour. 

The six journeys that Roy Lancaster describes were 

undertaken between 1979 and 1986 to those fascinating 

areas of China made famous by some of the great plant 

hunters. He tells us some of the history of the area he is 

travelling through and shows a great interest in the way 

of life of the people and the uses they make of the local 

plants. He demonstrates his love for the plants as well as 

his wide and meticulous botanical knowledge. His 

admiration and respect for the explorers who came 

before him and his appreciation of their tribulations is 

obvious. He starts his book with a chapter of brief notes 

on the lives of those who are expecially associated with 

Chinese plant exploration, and the introduction of those 

plants into world horticulture. 

The book is magnificently illustrated with 405 colour 

photographs taken by the author, and is worth having for 

these alone. They are well arranged to illustrate the text 

and the particular quality of note of the flowers and 

plants. The colour is good without the fashionable pea 

green overlay that makes many recent garden books so 

astonishing. As well, there are black and white 

photographs, many of which are reproductions of those 

of previous explorers such as E. H. Wilson and Joseph 

Rock. My only adverse criticism is the inadequacy of the 

sketch maps at the start of the description of each 

journey. 

Above all the other pleasures this book offers it is a 

very good read, interesting, entertaining and informative, 

to which I will return to again and again. 

Marian Brookes 
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Report 

The Heritage of the Rose by David Austin 

(Antique Collectors’ Club 1988 $95.00). 

This book is important because of the chapters it contains 

about the author’s own roses - the new English Roses as 

he likes to call them. Records of any plant breeder’s 

work always make interesting reading and useful 

references at a later date; a pity that the Rev. Joseph 

Pemberton was so retiring on his Hybrid Musk roses in 

his Roses: their HistoryDevelopment and Cultivation 
(1908). Luther Burbank was, on the other hand, so 

forward that his endless superlatives are incredible (see 

Luther Burbank, bis Methods and Discoveries and their 
Practical Application (1914), twelve astounding volumes). 

David Austin has done future garden historians a great 

favour by recording his originations with enthusiasm 

(which anyone would expect) and also with a refreshing 

and frank discussion of the faults and limitations of some 

varieties. This openness is the mark of a man who 

knows what he is about; he knows what his breeding 

objectives are, recognises his occasional ‘slips' and can 

review' his progress toward his goals and plan future 

hybridising accordingly. Although he does not divulge, 

beyond a very sketchy mention, his breeding lines he 

does plainly state his ideals: ‘An English Rose is ... a 

shrub rose ... it should have natural, shrubby growth. 

The flowers themselves are in the various forms of Old 

Roses; deep or shallow cup shapes; rosette shapes, semi¬ 

double or single ... They nearly always have a strong 

fragrance ... their colours tend toward the pastel shades 

... English Roses nearly all repeat flower well under 

suitable conditions. The aim has been to develop in 

them a delicacy of appearance that is all too often lacking 

in so many of the roses of our time Many of the 

English Roses are illustrated with excellent colour 

photographs showing plants blooming in garden settings 

and by individual flower portraits. There are also 

chapters on the several other groups of roses that are 

found in our gardens; all well done though covered by 

many other writers in previous publications. The author's 

record of his own work is what is important about this 

book. 

Trevor Nottle 

Mawallok 
Country Garden Nursery 

Specialising in herbaceous perennials and ground 

covers. Plant list available on request 

RMB 442, Beaufort, Victoria, 3373, Ph. (053) 498 220 

Garden History in Australia and New Zealand 

From John Sales’ report to the British Council of his visit 
and lecture tour of Australia and New Zealand in 
October and November 1988, reprinted in the Garden 

History Society: Newsletter, Summer 1989- 

Now that contacts with the vigorous Australian Garden 

History Society and the emergent New Zealand Garden 

History Society have been so well established it is 

important that they should be retained by reciprocal visits 

and correspondence; also between the two Australian 

Societies [s/cl and comparable organizations in the UK 

such as the Garden History Society, the National Council 

for the Conservation of Plants and Gardens, the York 

Centre for the Conservation of Historic Parks (York) and 

the English Heritage Gardens Committee. The roles of 

the various State National Trusts in Australia vary but they 

are not always very active in garden conservation. 

International liaison between ‘National Trusts’ is already 

wrell established. More committed to an active role in 

garden conservation is the New South Wales Historic 

Houses Trust and its Director already enjoys good 

contacts with the National Trusts and other UK 

conservation organizations. 

There is a clear need for exchange of education and 

training at all levels in the field of garden and plant 

conservation; also in the skills of fine gardening, which 

are comparatively lacking, especially in Australia. 

Secondment to appropriate organizations in Britain such 

as English Heritage, the National Trusts, the principal 

Botanic Gardens, some landscape practices, etc. would 

also be beneficial. Attendance at training courses at the 

Institute of Advanced Architectural Studies, University of 

York; West Dean College: the Architectural Association, 

etc. would also be beneficial. Exchanges between 

college lecturers in Britain, Australia and New Zealand in 

comparable and relevant fields of education and training 

would be valuable for both sides. Further visits by 

specialist lecturers with knowledge and experience of 

historic garden conservation from Britain would be 

highly desirable. 

It is too soon to assess the impact of our visit and my 

lecture tour but it undoubtedly stimulated fresh thought 

on the functional issues of restoration, conservation, 

adaptation, renewal and upkeep in historic gardens, 

which has been characterized, especially in Australia, by 

an over-cautious, academic approach. The success of the 

[English! National Trust's flexible, positive and practical 

approach may have given Australians and New 

Zealanders the confidence to think out a fresh strategy to 

take account of the special history and problems of each 

place rather than relying on standard and often 

inappropriate conventions. 
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State News Branches 

Queensland Branch 

The Christmas outing to Sherwood was well attended. 

Mrs Win Brinstow’s cottage garden was of particular 

interest as was her fascinating career in horticulture as an 

inaugural member of SGAP and journalist for 

Queensland Gardens for some 30 years. 

The outings planned for this year promise to be 

fascinating ones. They will concentrate on historic 

gardens of homesteads and townships in south-east 

Queensland. 

We hope that future tours are well attended so that we 

have sufficient numbers to enable us to hire a bus. We 

welcome all to come along and join us. It would be 

appreciated if you could notify us in advance if you wish 

to attend. 

Outings contact: John Harrison ph (07) 832 3597 

Victorian Branch 

The Victorian Branch 1989 Christmas picnic changed 

place and style from previous years. On the usual first 

Thursday in December, over 40 of us met at the 

beautifully restored Fairfield Boathouse situated in a 

surprisingly rural bend of the Yarra River. Some 

picnicked in the public area and some were catered for 

most deliciously in the Boathouse Tea Gardens, paper 

hats, crackers and all! How do the members feel about 

our Christmas activity? Perhaps this site is too steep a 

walk; should we organise a catered meal or was the 

previous BYO picnic in the Botanic Gardens more 

suitable? We would welcome your comments on this or 

any other aspect of the AGHS. 

In December we were pleased to welcome Helen Page 

as a new member of the Victorian Committee. 

National News 
The main activity since our last journal went to press has 

been the establishment of our new Melbourne office. 

The Royal Botanic Gardens has generously given us a 

room in the old Astronomer’s Residence adjacent to the 

National Herbarium. Also in the same building are the 

Friends of the Botanic Gardens, with whom we will be 

able to share equipment, and the Field Naturalists Society 

of Victoria. At present the office is being run with 

voluntary assistance; many thanks to all Victorian 

members who have given their time to help. 

In case you missed the announcement in the last 

journal, we now have new journal editors, Richard Aitken 

and Georgina Whitehead. They have great plans for 

Australian Garden History and I am sure members will 

appreciate and enjoy future editions. 

The National Management Committee is pleased to 

announce that Sue Keon-Cohen has been co-opted to fill 

a vacancy on that committee. Sue has been on the 

Victorian Committee for some time and has been an 

ACT/MONARO/RIVERINA BRANCH 

Ms Astrida Upitis, Secretary 

5 Baines Place 

Lyneham ACT 2602 

Ph: (062) 47 0665 

QUEENSLAND BRANCH 

Mr Dave Perkins, Secretary 

Ph: (07) 262 2193 

Ms Joanne Bailey, Membership 

Ph: (07) 379 3913 

Mr John Harrison, Outings and Journal 

Ph: (07) 832 3597 

SOUTH A USTRALIAN BRANCH 

Mr Trevor Nottle, Secretary' 

Walnut Hill, 5 Walker Street 

Stirling SA 5152 

Ph: (08) 339 4210 (after hours) 

SOUTHERN HIGHLANDS/SOUTHERN NSW BRANCH 

Mrs Peggy Stone, Chairperson 

I iedgerow, Sproules Lane 

Glenquarry NSW 2576 

Ph: (048) 87 1243 

Mrs Helen Andersson, Secretary 

Sonning, Wildes Meadow Road 

Wildes Meadow NSW 2577 

Ph: (048) 86 4337 

SYDNEY AND NORTHERN NSW BRANCH 

Mrs Robin Lewarne 

60a Shell Cove Road 

Neutral Bay NSW 2089 

Ph: (02) 953 1916 

TASMANIAN BRANCH 

Mrs Fairie Nielson, Chairperson 

Pigeon Hill, RSD 469 

Burnie Tas 7320 

Ph: (004) 33 0077 

Mrs Jill Bignall, Secretary' 

Thorp, Bothwell, Tas 7030 

Ph: (002) 595 678 

VICTORIAN BRANCH 

Ms Francine Gilfedder, Secretary 

PO Box 114 

Hawksburn Vic 3142 

Ph: B (03) 650 9424 11 (03) 429 3042 

WEST AUSTRALIAN BRANCH 

Ms Anne Willox, Secretary 

PO Box 814 

West Perth WA 6005 

Ph: (09) 381 1675 

active supporter of the society. She will be a valuable 

addition to our committee. 

Please note our new address and telephone number: 
C/- Royal Botanic Gardens 

Birdwood Avenue 

South Yarra 

Victoria 3141 

Telephone: (03) 650 5043 

i 
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Calendar of Events 

March 1990 

Victoria 

Saturday 24 and Sunday 25 March 

Garden visits in central Gippsland including Jean 

Galbraith’s garden. Tour based in Traralgon. 

Cost: members $125.00, non-members $155.00 

Information: Mrs Diana Renou (03) 417 3734 

Queensland 

Sunday 25 March 

A visit to a number of homesteads in the 

Ipswich/Laidley area including Franklin Vale and 

Woodlands. Woodlands was an early sugar plantation 

and estate in 1880 and in later years served as a Catholic 

seminary. Franklin Vale homestead on the once 

extensive holding of the Laidley district was settled in 

1843 and is still held by the original pioneering family. 

Information: John Harrison (07) 832 3597 

April 1990 

Tasmania 

Sunday 1 and Monday 2 April (Optional dates: April 8 

and 9) 

Two one-day courses on how to grow, preserve and 

cook with herbs, handy home remedies and ideas for gift 

making. 

Location: The Herb Garden, 5 Coorang Place, Legana 

Cost: members $22.00; limit 16 people per session 

Information: Mrs Pip Tatchell (003) 84 2242 

May 1990 

Victoria 

Sunday 6 May 

A visit to ANZAC Hostel, Brighton. Built in 1874, 

Kamesburgh is administered today by the Department of 

Veterans Affairs. The layout of the six acre garden is 

presumed to be contemporary with the house. Although 

the garden has been greatly simplified over the years — 

it once contained large glasshouses, an aviary, parterre 

and rose garden — it has some unusual plants and a 

number of trees on the National Trust’s Significant Tree 

Register. The Ministry of Housing and Construction is 

undertaking restoration of the garden and David 

Caldwell, the landscape architect involved in the project, 

will talk about the garden and show some early 

photographs and plans. BYO picnic lunch. Please 

forward booking slip, cheque and self addressed 

envelope to Victorian Branch Secretary. 

Time: 12 noon to 3.30 pm 

Location: 102 North Road, Brighton (Melways ref 67 E7) 

Cost: members $4.00, non members $6.00 

Information: Diana Renou (03) 417 3734 

Tasmania 

Sunday 13 May 

Meet 11.00 am at Hollybank Reserve and travel on to 

Brown Mountain Nursery. 

Cost: Free (the success of Free Days to be reviewed 

following this event) 

Queensland 
Mt Tamborine 

June 1990 

Victoria 

Thursday 7 June 

Illustrated talk by John Hawker on his recent study 

tour of England and Italy as holder of a Churchill 

Fellowship. 

Time: 7.30 pm 

Location: Herbarium, Birdwood Avenue, South Yarra 

Details later 

Tasmania 

Wednesday 20 June 

Soup and Sandwich Day (North). Jenny Prevost to 

host a Book Day at Powranna. Marg Roberts will present 

a selection of gardening books from the State Library. 

RSVP: Jenny Prevost 

Saturday 23 June 

Soup and Sandwich Day (South). Ann Downie to host 

a slide talk by Jo Catter featuring gardens visited on her 

recent UK trip. 

Cost: $5.00 

Location: Dungrove, Bothwell 

RSVP: Ann Downie 

July 1990 

Queensland 
Buderim Mountain 

Tasmania 
Seminars in Hobart and Launceston 

Location: Herbarium, Birdwood Avenue, South Yarra 

To make a booking for any of the events listed in this 

calendar fill out one of the Activity Booking Forms 

included in this journal and forward it with your 

remittance to the address indicated. 
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